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Passing Tackling Rucking and rules Mauling and rules Scrummaging Line outs  Backs play and moves 

Pushing the ball with 

the finger tips along a 

back line and in a two v 

one 

Tackling using a ring of 

steel, being low and 

cheek to cheek in head 

on tackles 

Rucking where one play-

er presents the ball and 

others clear out 

Setting up a maul with 

one player setting up 

the ball, another secur-

ing the ball whilst two 

others bind on to the 

maul 

Three v three scrum-

maging with no push to 

restart the game 

Pop pass to a player 

running onto the ball 

Passing the ball along 

the line to attack space 

Skills and Knowledge in Rugby 

In Year 7, you learn the following skills... 

7 week block of work... 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson 

through participation rates and the setting 

of groups (confident & non-confident) to 

ensure students are performing in an envi-

ronment where they can enjoy the sport. 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson 

through matching student pairings/groups 

and progressing skills to ensure student can 

demonstrate confidence when overcoming 

a challenge. 

This will be demonstrated in all contact 

lesson through the progression of skills and 

key coaching points that ensure students 

heads and limbs are in the correct place 

during contact. 

Participation & Enjoyment Safe & Secure Confidence 

6 week block of work... 

5 week block of work... 

Key concepts covered in Rugby to encourage well rounded PE students 



Passing Tackling Rucking and rules Mauling and rules Scrummaging Line outs  Backs play and moves 

Pushing the ball with 

the finger tips having 

drawn or fixed an oppo-

nent 

Tackling using a ring of 

steel, being low and 

cheek to cheek in head 

on and side on tackles 

Rucking where one play-

er presents the ball and 

others clear out in a low 

body position 

Setting up a maul with 

one player setting up 

the ball, another secur-

ing the ball whilst two 

others bind on to the 

maul and maintain   

forward momentum 

Three v three scrum-

maging with 1m push, 

staying square 

Pop pass to a player 

running onto the ball 

Passing the ball along 

the line to create and 

attack space 

Skills and Knowledge in Rugby 

In Year 8, you learn the following skills... 

7 week block of work... 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through 

participation rates and the setting of groups 

(confident & non-confident) to ensure students 

are performing in an environment where they 

can enjoy being competitive. 

This will be demonstrated through the use 

of rules/tactics in different scenarios.      

Terminology will also be key to ensure the 

understanding of rules and feedback. 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through    

different skill practices that challenge thinking to 

effectively overcome opponents and scenarios. Games 

will be conditioned to challenge thinking/organisation. 

Participation & Competitiveness Thinking & decision making Knowledge, skills & understanding 

6 week block of work... 

5 week block of work... 

Key concepts covered in Rugby to encourage well rounded PE students 



Passing Tackling Rucking and rules Mauling and rules Scrummaging Line outs  Backs play and moves 

Pushing the ball with 

the finger tips to in 

front of a team mate, 

having drawn or fixed 

an opponent 

Tackling from close 

range using a ring of 

steel, being low and 

cheek to cheek in head 

on and side on tackles 

Rucking where one play-

er presents the ball and 

others clear out in a low 

body position to pro-

mote ‘quick ball’ 

Setting up a maul with 

one player setting up 

the ball, another secur-

ing the ball whilst two 

others bind on to the 

maul and maintain   

forward momentum 

Three v three scrum-

maging with 1m push, 

staying square 

Age appropriate 

Create a move to outwit 

an opponent for a pop 

pass in from the side 

 

Passing the ball along 

the line, running angles 

and making passes to 

outwit an opponent.  

Skills and Knowledge in Rugby 

In Year 9, you learn the following skills... 

7 week block of work... 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through 

demonstrating simple skill practices and leading 

individual warm ups.  

This will be demonstrated by introducing 

advanced tactics and justifying why such 

tactics allow for effective game play. 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through setting 

up competitive scenarios and differing space/

dimensions on a weekly basis to ensure students are 

challenged to think and be creative. 

 Independent learners & effective leaders Outwitting opponents Knowledge, skills, understanding & tactics 

6 week block of work... 

5 week block of work... 

Key concepts covered in Rugby to encourage well rounded PE students 



Serve Backhand Forehand Top spin Serve Variation Game plan and tactics Close the gap 

Toss the ball 15cm into 

the air and hit both 

sides of the table con-

sistently 

Push the ball               

consistently across the 

table from your least 

favoured side 

Push the ball               

consistently across the 

table from favoured 

side 

Play the bat across the 

top of the ball getting it 

to land on your          

opponents side of the 

table 

Serve with both a     

forehand and backhand 

serve 

Play the ball to an oppo-

nent to target one of 

their weakness’s 

Choose a skill that you 

struggle with and prac-

tice it with a partner 

Skills and Knowledge in Table Tennis 

In Year 7, you learn the following skills... 

7 week block of work... 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson 

through participation rates and the setting 

of groups (confident & non-confident) to 

ensure students are performing in an envi-

ronment where they can enjoy the sport. 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson 

through matching student pairings/groups 

and progressing skills to ensure student can 

demonstrate confidence when overcoming 

a challenge. 

This will be demonstrated in all contact 

lesson through the progression of skills and 

key coaching points that ensure students 

heads and limbs are in the correct place 

during contact. 

Participation & Enjoyment Safe & Secure Confidence 

6 week block of work... 

5 week block of work... 

Key concepts covered in Table Tennis to encourage well rounded PE students 



Serve Backhand Forehand Top spin Serve Variation Game plan and tactics Close the gap 

Toss the ball 15cm into 

the air and hit both 

sides of the table       

consistently and with 

direction 

Push the ball               

consistently across the 

table from your least 

favoured side varying 

shot direction 

Push the ball               

consistently across the 

table from favoured 

side varying shot       

direction 

Play the bat across the 

top of the ball getting it 

to land on your          

opponents side of the 

table with power 

Serve with both a     

forehand and backhand 

serve varying distance 

Play the ball to an     

opponent to target one 

of their weakness’s  

consistently 

Choose a skill that you 

struggle with and     

practice it with a       

partner 

Skills and Knowledge in Table Tennis 

In Year 8, you learn the following skills... 

7 week block of work... 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through 

participation rates and the setting of groups 

(confident & non-confident) to ensure students 

are performing in an environment where they 

can enjoy being competitive. 

This will be demonstrated through the use 

of rules/tactics in different scenarios.      

Terminology will also be key to ensure the 

understanding of rules and feedback. 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through    

different skill practices that challenge thinking to 

effectively overcome opponents and scenarios. Games 

will be conditioned to challenge thinking/organisation. 

Participation & Competitiveness Thinking & decision making Knowledge, skills & understanding 

6 week block of work... 

5 week block of work... 

Key concepts covered in Table Tennis to encourage well rounded PE students 



Serve Backhand Forehand Top spin Serve Variation Game plan and tactics Close the gap 

Toss the ball 15cm into 

the air and hit both 

sides of the table       

consistently, varying 

direction and length 

Push the ball               

consistently across the 

table from your least 

favoured side varying 

shot direction and 

length 

Push the ball               

consistently across the 

table from favoured 

side varying shot       

direction and length 

Play the bat across the 

top of the ball getting it 

to land on your          

opponents side of the 

table with power and 

direction 

Serve with both a     

forehand and backhand 

serve varying distance 

and length 

Play the ball to an     

opponent to target one 

of their weakness’s  

consistently and to set 

up your next shot 

Choose a skill that you 

struggle with and     

practice it with a       

partner 

Skills and Knowledge in Table Tennis 

In Year 9, you learn the following skills... 

7 week block of work... 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through 

demonstrating simple skill practices and leading 

individual warm ups.  

This will be demonstrated by introducing 

advanced tactics and justifying why such 

tactics allow for effective game play. 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through setting 

up competitive scenarios and differing space/

dimensions on a weekly basis to ensure students are 

challenged to think and be creative. 

 Independent learners & effective leaders Outwitting opponents Knowledge, skills, understanding & tactics 

6 week block of work... 

5 week block of work... 

Key concepts covered in Table Tennis to encourage well rounded PE students 



Map reading skills Teamwork 

You will orientate the map so that you are 

looking at the map inline with the position that 

you are standing in 

You will learn to use features from the map 

and the field to direct you to a marker 

You will learn how to work in a small team to 

collect information from markers around the 

orienteering course over varying terrain  

Skills and Knowledge in Orienteering 

In Year 7, you learn the following skills... 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson 

through participation rates and the setting 

of groups (confident & non-confident) to 

ensure students are performing in an envi-

ronment where they can enjoy the sport. 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson 

through matching student pairings/groups 

and progressing skills to ensure student can 

demonstrate confidence when overcoming 

a challenge. 

This will be demonstrated in all contact 

lesson through the progression of skills and 

key coaching points that ensure students 

heads and limbs are in the correct place 

during contact. 

Participation & Enjoyment Safe & Secure Confidence 

You will be using the map below in your lessons 

Key concepts covered in Orienteering to encourage well rounded PE students 



Skills and Knowledge in Orienteering 

In Year 8, you learn the following skills... 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through 

participation rates and the setting of groups 

(confident & non-confident) to ensure students 

are performing in an environment where they 

can enjoy being competitive. 

This will be demonstrated through the use 

of rules/tactics in different scenarios.      

Terminology will also be key to ensure the 

understanding of rules and feedback. 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through    

different skill practices that challenge thinking to 

effectively overcome opponents and scenarios. Games 

will be conditioned to challenge thinking/organisation. 

Participation & Competitiveness Thinking & decision making Knowledge, skills & understanding 

Map reading skills Teamwork 

You will continue to orientate the map so that 

you are looking at the map inline with the   

position that you are standing in 

You will learn to use features from the map, 

the field and your teams tactics to direct you 

to a marker 

 

You will learn how to work in a mixed team to 

collect information from markers around the 

orienteering course over varying terrain  

Set a SMART target to maintain motivation 

throughout the lesson 

You will be using the map below in your lessons 

Key concepts covered in Orienteering to encourage well rounded PE students 



Skills and Knowledge in Orienteering 

In Year 9, you learn the following skills... 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through 

demonstrating simple skill practices and leading 

individual warm ups.  

This will be demonstrated by introducing 

advanced tactics and justifying why such 

tactics allow for effective game play. 

This will be demonstrated in all lesson through setting 

up competitive scenarios and differing space/

dimensions on a weekly basis to ensure students are 

challenged to think and be creative. 

 Independent learners & effective leaders Outwitting opponents Knowledge, skills, understanding & tactics 

Map reading skills Teamwork 

You will continue to orientate the map so that 

you are looking at the map inline with the   

position that you are standing in 

You will learn to use features from the map, 

the field and your teams tactics to outwit    

opponents 

 

You will learn how to work in a mixed team to 

collect information from markers around the 

orienteering course over varying terrain  

Set a SMART target to maintain motivation 

throughout the lesson and use your teams 

strengths to complete the course is as little 

time as possible 

You will be using the map below in your lessons 

Key concepts covered in Orienteering to encourage well rounded PE students 



Rugby 



Table 

Tennis 


